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Net zero effect: strong prior year will balance out issues. 
Value probably reduced: Will impact 2021 valuation, Expect it is reduce, too early to 
tell, Likely lower
Value reduced: drop in value/has dropped already
Do not know: N/A, Still evaluating and monitoring, Not yet completed so may change, 
Not far enough along in the process to know, Too early to tell. 
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Proactive measure: Raise EBITDA by increasing revenue per staff
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Based on survey
Offer deferral is the only area ESOP companies are considering for modification
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Considerations: all current shareholders will be frozen and receive preferred shares at 
the frozen value and be paid out by the company over time
They would then purchase common shares at the new value (reduced) and 
participate in growing the value of those shares moving forward
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AKA trigger events – company buys back shares directly or through third party 
when employees leave for different reasons

Temp layoffs not trigger event as long as within stat period (differs by 
province)
Review of payout terms in the case there could be trigger events
What if SHA is silent regarding layoffs – is it a trigger event?
large buy-out scenario - protecting the company if many owners are triggering 
a buy-out at once

Legal - Generally, in Ontario, a temporary layoff does not constitute termination 
without cause unless you don’t hire back the employee by the end of the statutory 
layoff period (in Ontario, it’s 13 weeks but can be up to 35 weeks if certain benefits 
are paid) or if the employee challenges the temporary layoff and claims constructive 
dismissal which is then determined by a court or mutually agreed to be a permanent 
termination (this is practically unlikely in this climate).

So, at a high level, in Ontario a temporary layoff won’t usually be termination without 
cause and as such there would usually be no trigger right under most ESOP 
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Shareholder Agreements. If the employee resigns or isn’t hired back at the end of the 
statutorily permitted layoff period, then that is different – it would constitute a 
resignation or termination without cause . The temporary layoff regime is different in 
other provinces, so the above (which is my high level, general, view), applies for 
Ontario.
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Dean Ell, iQmetrix
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74% of ESOP companies said they consulted employee owners to help answer 
questions on keeping day to day operations on track. Comparing to involving 
employee on valuation decisions this aspect is at a much high level (58% 
collaborations and keeping employees informed of valuation issues)

ESOP Case study:  from NCEO annual conference in US, trucking 100% employee 
owned. Had to layoff, who company participated in identifying who in the company 
could be laid off
Whole workforce accepted it and in 6 months 95% were able to return
Open book management, Ownership Thinking, however you want to define It, 
compared to non-participative it is a factor of a successful ESOP company
https://openbookcoaching.com/economic-engagement-dealing-with-a-crisis/
Case study: Owner came to the realization that they had spent several years getting 
employees involved in the business as trusted partners, driving and participating in 
the profitable growth of the company, so why wouldn’t they address challenges with 
the collective insight and wisdom of the team? They stopped telling employees what 
to do and started asking them what to do
In the end, all the questions had a response and a plan to review them frequently. the 
odds of survival are substantially enhanced by dealing with the challenge as a team.
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Experts from the ESOP Association (US) and NCEO provide best practices during a 
Beyster webinar
https://rady.ucsd.edu/centers/beyster/
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Games – Tree service company, staff try to identify tree disease and take pics to 
share, house party, share pictures of home office with something out of place and 
others have to find it. Try to tie it into getting back to work
Intranet used for sharing positive pics and things people are doing at home

Helping the community highlighted in NCEOs blog: King Arthur Flour launched an 
initiative called Goodness Bakes: “a program to keep bakeries running during 
financially challenging times." To that end, they’ve directed tens of thousands of 
dollars to purchase bread and other baked goods from their customers, which they 
then distribute to areas of need within their local communities—including food 
pantries, organizations that support unemployed food service workers, homeless 
populations, and more. https://www.nceo.org/employee-ownership-blog/response-
covid-19-what-employee-owners-are-doing
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23 Respondents, 20 have an ESOP, 3 are in process or seriously considering 
implementation
Half established since 2010 and 6 prior to 2000. 5 from 2000-2010 and 4 just this 
year.
Interesting to note that only 3 ESOPs (out of our respondents) were established 
within the previous significant financial crisis and only one during SARS (2003) 
indicating that most respondents have not experienced a serious financial downturn 
as an ESOP

Industries represented
Canada has 3 main industry types
1. Service
2. Manufacturing
3. Natural Resources
Service industry makes up more than 75% of working Canadians’ jobs and is the 
majority of our respondents. We have separated it more specifically to have a better 
visual of what types of industries were responding.
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Impact on Canadian economy - 60% have some negative impact
6 Negative: Mandated closure/$0 revenue
1 Essential business, business is booming

In addition to virus: oil and gas collapse/downturn is negatively impacting operations
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https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/economic-response-
plan.html#businesses

Important programs to participate in if you are experiencing negative impacts and 
may be struggling to keep employees
CEWS – application ready April 27 CRA! up to $847 per week per employee which is 
75% of a $58,000 salary, no max per employer
Criteria: not a public company, payroll to employees, drop in revenue in March of 
15% and April and May of 30% (March vs march or avg Jan Feb 2020, only one format 
may be used for all periods)
Apply in one period automatically applies it for the next period
Period: March 15-Jul 6
Application: through CRA
Temp wage subsidy for CCPCs, non-profit, charities and individuals, have to have 
business number and payroll account with CRA on March 18, 2020, pay payroll wages 
bonus or other remuneration to eligible employees
CEBA – 20-1.5 mill payroll in 2019, $40k interest free until 2021, if 75% paid prior to 
Dec 2021 remaining is forgivable otherwise 5 year term with interest
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